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Optics has been behind various enabling technologie
cope with the ever-increasing bandwidth demands at
ternet backbone level. Dense-wavelength-divisio
multiplexing ~DWDM! allows concurrent transmission
of many channels of wide bandwidth data through
single fiber. The success of erbium-doped fiber amplifi
~EDFA! pushes the data regeneration distance longer
longer. The emerging massively parallel optical switch
are revolutionizing all-optical communication network
We are witnessing an era of renaissance of optics du
the communication infrastructure upgrade frenzy. Hi
speed optics, once so prohibitively expensive that o
long-haul communications was feasible, is being appl
to ever-shorter distances, penetrating from metro-are
access and intra-computer interconnect networks. B
free-space optics is being miniaturized and integrated
serve critical missions to keep the pace of bandwi
booms. At the same time, the pace of developing wi
bandwidth and more cost-effective solutions to sustain
explosive growth of bandwidth presents huge challen
and opportunities for optical scientists and engineers.

We are choosing this forum to present a special sec
dedicated to Active and Passive Components for Opt
Networks with one main objective: to update on some
the latest research and development results in these a
which are critically important to wide bandwidth optic
networking applications. Innovative and affordable co
ponent concepts are the emphasis of the special sect

The organization of the presentation adopts the clu
format, grouping papers in similar areas together. T
presentation sequence is as follows. An invited pa
from Eldada kicks off the special section with an ove
view of recent advances in telecom and datacom opt
component developments. The first cluster behind
overview devotes to transmitters, modulators and rec
ers. Here we showcase some of the latest research w
The first paper in the cluster, from Michalzik et al., di
cusses the applications of short-wavelength vertic
cavity-surface-emitting lasers. The emphasis of this w
is in optical interconnect and local access networks wh
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communications distances are short. The next paper
Liu et al., deals mainly with the wide-bandwidth multip
quantum-well based modulators and photo-detectors.
last paper of the cluster, by Wang et al., shows resea
results in photo-detectors, too. However, its focus is
Si-based resonant-cavity-enhanced photo-detectors.
next cluster of the special section is devoted to opti
network amplifiers with two papers presenting latest
sults. The first one, by Liu et al., is in the area of L-ba
EDFA’s, and the second one, by Zhang et al., discus
about a new generation of narrow-band amplifier, cal
amplets aimed to applications of sub-system level opt
power and dispersion management. The next cluster c
tains five papers in areas of filters and switches
DWDM-based network applications. First, Zhao et
demonstrates a grating-based wavelength demultiple
which can potentially address cost concerns of
DWDM components. Then, Popelek and Li show
multiple-purpose optical filter architecture that can
used for WDM-based add/drop and wavelength rout
applications. Following that paper, Sun et al. discuss th
innovative approach of using a polymeric electro-op
switch array suitable to planar light-wave integration
perform wide-band optical array switching. The next p
per, by Ren et al., investigates experimentally dispers
compensation performance based on manipulating tra
mission properties of a fiber Bragg grating. Last but n
least, Jeong and Lee show their theoretical analysis
new type of fiber grating: liquid-crystal fiber grating fo
its suitability of fabricating long-period fiber gratings fo
dynamic gain flattening. The last cluster of the spec
section contains two papers dealing with radio-frequen
~RF! oriented network applications. The first of the tw
by Li et al., demonstrates a RF mixer based on a pho
detector fabricated using a metal-semiconductor-m
structure. Such RF mixer is a critical component to opti
RF networks using sub-carrier modulations. The seco
paper, by Shi et al.~also the last paper of the entire sp
cial section!, discusses another mission—critical comp
nents in RF communications, a true-time-delay devi
1163Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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The paper presents a survey of current as well as pro
ing technologies to implement the desired time-de
functions.

Active and passive components will continue to pl
important roles of building future optical networks of a
levels. We hope this special section will serve to stimul
research and development interests in related areas g
forward.
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